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Controller of Defence Accounts, Udyan Vihar, Narangi, Guwahati-781171
Fax: 0351-2540204, Phone: 0351-2540394, 264LL42

e-mail:cda-guw@nic.in
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No: IA/lll24lAAC/Vol-II
Date: 2310112017

Sub: Clearance of outstanding PI vrs, Internal Audit Objections, LTARs & loss: AAC 201416.
Ref: Video conference held between hon'ble Addl. CGDA & CDA Guwahati on 1810112017.

***'!***

Please refer to this office letter of even no dated2911212016 under which it was requested to
clear/settle the outstanding amount/items shown under AAC for the year 2015-16 i.e PI vrs, internal audit
objections, LTARs, Rent and allied charges etc.

On scrutiny of feedback reports received from LAOs it is seen thatdata of ALAOs are not being

clubbed or consolidated in their reports. So it is requested to include the same in their forthcoming reports

invariably.

Further, it is also intimated that a remarkable achievement on PI vrs have been received from all
the LAOs except LAO (A) Silchar and LAO (A) Tezpur.

Progress on settlement of internal audit objections is very meager in respect of all the LAOs
except LAO (A) Jorhat. Progress on position of LTARs has not been received from any of the LAOs.

HQrs office is pressing very hard to clear/settle outstanding items of AAC for the year 2015-16

and has directed this office to keep close monitoring of the latest positions and progress achieved willbe
apprised to HQrs office through video conference on regular basis. As a result next video conference is

tentatively scheduled on | 510212017 .

In view of above, it is requested to all the LAOs to take the matters personally and all out efforts

may please be taken to clear/settle the outstanding items shown under AAC for the year 2015-16. Further,

it is also requested to fumish the latest position of outstanding items shown under AAC for the year 2015-

16 along with the positions of their respective ALAOs/Sub Offices duly consolidated latest by 1310212017

positively in the prescribed proforma appended below.



Outstanding
Items

Position as on
3l11212016 (As per
AAC 2"d Follow-Up)

Clearance (01/0112017 to
t310212017)

Position as on 1310212017

PI
Vrs

No

Amount

Local audit
obiections
Test Audit
obiections

It is reiterated that latest position of outstanding items of AAC for the year 2015-16 refers to

only the data which have been included in AAC for the year 2015-16 i.e. (items included up to 03/2016).

Please accord top priority.
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Please upload this in CDA Guwahati website.


